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critical and commercial success, Levantado do chão of 1980, resulted from a period 
of fieldwork conducted in the village of Lavre in the Alentejo in 1976 and 1977, after 

s dismissal from his editorial role at the Diário de Notícias in November 
1975 as post-dictatorship Portugal emerged from the chaos of the PREC to gradually 
begin its assimilation to the market-driven economy and the multi-party 
mainstream of the European Union with which we are familiar today. The present 

text of the novel (the story of a popular bandit referred to in the text as José Gato 
and his apparent success in eluding the efforts of the landowners and the authorities 
to suppress his defiance of them during the Estado Novo) and to demonstrate how 
both this particular episode and other important aspects of the novel were rooted 

ally during his visit to the village in the 
spring of 1977. 

Caderno de 
Apontamentos relating to the composition of the novel held in the Espólio José 
Saramago at the Biblioteca Nacional in Lisbon, as this notebook contains specific 

-life inspiration 
for the José Gato of the novel), as well as of the memoirs of a villager in Lavre, João 
Domingos Serra.1 In fact, this notebook is not a particularly substantial one, as it 

visit of over two months in the spring of 1976). The initial title given to the notebook 
itself by Saram Viagem a Portugal
work which the author was commissioned to write around the same time by the 
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publishers Círculo de Leitores (VIEIRA, 2018, p.408-409) and which required him 
to travel all over continental Portugal.2 However, although this period spent in Lavre 
in 1977 appears to have had a duration of less than three weeks (the first entry in 
the notebook is dated 21 March 1977, and the final one during this period is dated 
7 April), its importance lies in the specific material contained within it which helped 
to structure the novelistic text as a whole. It should be observed that the notebook 

after he had returned to Lisbon, as well as references to a further visit of at least one 
week made in November 1979 (after the final submission of the text of the novel to 
Editorial Caminho3

of the more detailed material which the author adopted and adapted in the text will 
have been derived from the large number of taped interviews which he conducted 
with local people in Lavre between March and May 1976 and whose physical 
deterioration he was to lament in his comments on Serra
p.11), the importance accorded by the writer to the material presented in this 
notebook is made evident when he remarks (in an entry dated 11 October 1978) 

(SARAMAGO, 1977-79, n.p.).  
The importance of Serra as an informant in the preparation of this novel is 

not to be understated (as I have outlined elsewhere; see Frier, 2018), and the 
prominence given to him and his family in the Caderno is no surprise, as a close 

João Mau-Tempo. The very first entry in the notebook (dated 21 March 1977) 
indicates that over lunch Saramago received a recommendation to speak to Serra, 
whom he claims to have met for the first time on 31 March amongst a group of 

-79, p.23), while he 

homens têm uma clara consciência do perigo, da fluidez da situação, e falam dos seus 
casos com uma calma, um facto ass -79, p.24). Clearly 
Serra made a strong impression on him as a potentially fruitful source for his 
research, as on 4 April he indicates that he has made an appointment to speak to him 
at length (SARAMAGO, 1977-79, p.26), a conversation held on the following day 
which prompts the following remarks:  

 
É um ancião, e só tem 72 anos. (Digo que só porque me lembra 
da minha mãe.4) Gravou apenas uma hora e meia, deu-me 
tanto. O meu fito era o manuscrito que eu sabia ele ter. 
Quando eu falei nisto, não opôs nenhuma dificuldade. Foi 
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buscar os seus papéis, e mais eu esperara meia dúzia de folhas 
soltas, vejo diante de mim um livro. Fiquei esmagado. Saí logo 
e, com o manuscrito debaixo do braço, [...] tinha os olhos 
cheios de lágrimas. [...] Para ler, folheei o manuscrito todo o 
resto da tarde e na noite estive a copiar. Porque vou copiar 
intensamente este espantoso documento. (SARAMAGO, 1977-
79, p.27-29) 
 

Indeed, Saramago goes on indicate that he spent a good part of his time in the 
following days copying this manuscript, which he indicates led him to expand the 
historical scope of the novel from covering two generations of his chosen family to 
the four included in the novel and which also appears to have given him added 
impetus to press ahe
outros projectos [presumably a reference to Viagem a Portugal], mais imediatos, 

-79, p.27). 
There are indications in the notebook of other sources of information found 

by Saramago during his time in Lavre. At the very end of the notebook 
-

o- - -

figures of major importance within the text).  All three of these names are marked 
with an asterisk in black ink, not in the blue used in the list as it was originally drawn 
up: this change in ink may well indicate that at a later date Saramago decided to 
make use of these particular names, since similar asterisks appear elsewhere in the 
notebook, thus suggesting that they were added by the author himself as he 
reviewed his material. This supposition is also supported by a further (undated) 

Passos da vida de João Serra capazes de 
se transformarem em episódios  

 
Domingos Mau-Tempo, sapateiro, casado com Sara da 
Conceição, filha de [...]5. Têm cinco filhos: Joaquim Mau-
Tempo (que encarna o João Serra e tem a sua história), 
Guilherme, Maria da Conceição, Florinda e Domingos. 
Joaquim Mau-Tempo tem vários filhos, um dos quais, António 
Mau-Tempo, vai encarnar o João Besuga. Este tem três filhos: 
Carlota, José Maria e Maria Adelaide (SARAMAGO, 1977-79, 
p.37). 

   
In this way Saramago links the names of Serra and his family explicitly to the 

text of the finished fiction. Equally, there is a brief mention of the alcoholism of 
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Joaquim Mau-Tempo being based on a real-life character called Joaquim Medronho 
(SARAMAGO, 1977-79, p.37).6 However, the most interesting aspect of the choice of 
the surname Mau-Tempo for the character representing Serra in the novel lies in the 

uim Mau-
in common with Serra): on a visit to Montemor-o-Novo in October 2019, I located 
the gravestone of the Mau-Tempo family to which Saramago alludes in his notebook, 
and this gravestone bears the gi  

 

 

Photograph taken by Rhian Atkin, 6 October 2019. 
 
 

It will be noted that this real-life Joaquim Mau-Tempo passed away on 25 
April 1973, precisely one year before the Revolution which forms the triumphant 
climax of the novel. The choice of this name, therefore, underlies the decision to 
place the eventual death of João Mau-Tempo in the novel before the Revolution 
(whereas the real-life Serra died in 1982) and permit his symbolic resurrection 
(along with the other deceased ancestors of Maria Adelaide Espada) in the 
celebratory final chapter of the work (SARAMAGO, 1994, p.364-366). The choice to 
exploit the symbolism of the date of 25 April for creative purposes therefore 
overrides the historical record which saw Serra live for several years after the 
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Revolution (permitting him to offer reflections on post-Revolutionary Portugal in 
the latter sections of his own work).   

However, the other major discovery listed by Saramago in his notebook 
concerns what was to become one relatively extended episode within the fifteenth 
chapter of the text (supplemented by a number of further mentions of the character 
concerned later in the text). This episode has rarely been discussed in criticism of 
the novel: the tale of the Alentejan Robin Hood, José Gato (as he is named in the 
novel), based on a character popularly known in real life as José Rato. It appears that 
this figure was first mentioned to the writer by João Besuga in Lavre on 4 April 1977: 

-strong gang which 
also included characters with names 

1994, p.127-128, 133 and 152-
 the supposition that he was 

eventually betrayed to the authorities by a lover in Vendas Novas (SARAMAGO, 
1977-79, p.27), a possible episode which was to be developed within the fictional 
text, as we shall see. The importance accorded to the potential of this figure is 
reflected in the fact that Saramago went on to conduct lengthy interviews with João 
Besuga (dated 5 and 21 April 1977), where his informant recorded his memories of 
meeting the outlaw in person, around 1940, when he was fifteen years old; the 
typescript of these memories is held by the Fundação José Saramago in Lisbon and 
indicates some parallels with the escapades recounted in the novel, as well as 

Venta Rachada), 
notebook) (BESUGA, 1977 (a)).7 

In addition to the principal account of the life of José Gato in the fifteenth 
chapter, this figure is also mentioned in chapters sixteen, seventeen (SARAMAGO, 
1994, p.167), twenty (SARAMAGO, 1994, p.199), twenty-five (SARAMAGO, 1994, 
p.278) and twenty-six (SARAMAGO, 1994, p. 289). The final two mentions of him are 
very brief indeed and serve little purpose other than to re-emphasise the hold which 
this figure exercises over the popular memory: the very final appearance of this 
name in the text is in the context of the friendship which is formed by António Mau-
Tempo in France with his fellow Iberian exile Miguel Hernández (a name perhaps 
chosen deliberately to echo that of the Spanish poet of that period (1910-1942), 
famous for his popular verse and raised in humble circumstances in the 
countryside) as they are said to exchange stories from their native regions of José 
Gato and Pablo de la Carretera from Jaén. 

So what of Sa -story of José Rato 
(otherwise known to him as José Gato)? His main appearance in the text is to be 
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found in the fifteenth chapter of the novel (SARAMAGO, 1994, p.125-135), which 
makes a digression into the story of this figure by way of the memories recounted 
by António Mau-
1994, p.125): as well as being compared to Robin Hood, José Gato is also likened by 
the text to three further figures of similar repute, the famous Brazilian cangaceiro 
Lampião (1897-1938); José do Telhado (1818-1875), who took part in the Maria da 
Fonte uprising in the Minho in the 1840s and who was given a sympathetic portrayal 
by Camilo Castelo Branco in the twenty-sixth chapter of his Memórias do cárcere 
after they met in the Cadeia do Relação do Porto in 1860-61 (Castelo Branco, n.d.: II, 
p.50-63); and João Brandão (1825-1880), who also gained some fame as a popular 
bandit in the Beiras around the same time. 

The comparison of José Gato with Robin Hood and José do Telhado is made 
explicit in the summing-
pobres, a orientação dele era só roubar onde o havia, aos ricos, como dizem que fazia 

no hesitation in meting out justice in other ways too, for example punishing a man 
who had rob
mulher recebeu logo ali dinheiro que dava para três avios e o Parrilhas levou a maior 

(SARAMAGO, 1994, p.135) and his gang, as we are reminded, were capable of work 

straight dealing from their employers:  
 

Se lhes dava para trabalhar, trabalhavam como qualquer 
outro, tão bem e tanto, mas não eram malandros, mas lá vinha 
o dia, era como se lhes desse o vento na cara, largavam a 
enxada ou a picareta, iam ao feitor ou ao encarregado pedir a 
paga dos dias, que a eles não se atrevia ninguém a ficar a 
dever, e sumiam-se (SARAMAGO, 1994, p.126). 

 
His principal extra-legal activity appears to have been pig-

que roubavam, eram porcos, que nisso é a terra farta. Roubavam para comer, e 
também para vender, claro está, que um homem não se governa só com aquilo que 

 p.126). For this activity he is said to have found a suitable 

muito internacional, passava 
p.133) is based, in fact, on Monte da Volta, near the village of Palma, a short distance 
to the north of Alcácer do Sal. This location was remote enough to be relatively safe 
from official snooping, with mention made of a stick with a cloth on the end of it 
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which was pushed up a chimney from inside the house at Monte da Revolta to alert 
the bandit and his gang to any police presence (SARAMAGO, 1994, p.129).8 A 
rhetorical justification for the illegal activities undertaken by José Gato lies in the 
fact that Manuel da Revolta is said to go around the area selling the stolen animal 
carcasses, claiming that they were his own stock and that he had slaughtered them 
himself, thus persuading even the police to buy t

(SARAMAGO, 1994, p.128).   
Much of what follows in the remainder of this chapter consists of a sequence 

of incidents which demonstrate the cunning, loyalty, and essentially community-
minded spirit of José Gato as a man whose upbringing in an underdeveloped rustic 
environment where the peasantry have traditionally lived under harsh conditions 
imposed by the wealthy landowners has led to repeated demonstrations of the 
violence which he could seek to exercise if need be, but which he is not prepared to 
carry out against others from his own background. On the one hand, he imposes 
discipline within his own gang by the implicit threat of violence when Parrilhas 
refuses to follow a simple instruction to go to fetch some salt for preserving pork 
(SARAMAGO, 1994, p.127), but this episode is followed by another on the very next 
page, where the same Parrilhas (now clearly forgiven for his earlier lack of loyalty) 
is invited in by the outlaw along with various friends (including António Mau-
Tempo) to enjoy a pork stew and an impromptu party which he and the fellow 
members of his gang are enjoying, with plenty drinking and dancing, before they sit 
down to talk about the sale of more of the stolen carcasses and António leaves, 
having eaten well, struck a good deal (SARAMAGO, 1994, p.128-129) and carried 

Parrilhas here is clearly based on the Marrilhas mentioned in the transcript of the 

and the punishment meted out to him, but also the phrasing employed by the text of 
-life a

-a [a copa do 

incident took place in Barrosinha, near Alcácer do Sal, in 1941 (BESUGA, 1977 (a)). 

through his generosity towards others and in his familiarity with the land: truly 
d is able to 

go to hide-outs and make use of landscapes in Vale de Reis (once again, a location 
close to Alcácer do Sal) that city-dwellers cannot even imagine and where the police 
do not dare to set foot (SARAMAGO, 1994, p.129). In that locality José Gato succeeds 

deposition of 21 April; BESUGA, 1977 (b), 6) and removing his weapons from him 
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repeatedly, on the final occasion using patience in hiding rather than open 
confrontation in order to be able to steal five pigs, a blanket and some boots from 

-131); this 

fictionalised account of this episode (BESUGA, 1977 (b), 6). In a further 
demonstration of his essential humanity, in the final episode of confrontation 
reported between José Gato and Marcelino, when the outlaw has the factor at his 
mercy as he points his gun at him, he chooses not to kill his adversary, not because 
he cannot, but because he recognises that on one occasion Marcelino had hidden one 
of his gang from the police and fed him while protecting him (SARAMAGO, 1994, 
p.132). 

The esteem in which José Gato is held in the locality is demonstrated when 
he finds himself on the receiving end of a slur, as a rumour is spread that the outlaw 
is attempting to start an affair with the wife of Manuel da Revolta. Manuel refuses to 
believe in the slur, and (once he has been informed of the story) José confronts the 
person spreading the rumour, giving him a salutary lesson in typical fashion by 
ordering him to walk away a distance and then firing gunshots just close enough 
behind him to frighten him and send him falling to the ground, witho

(SARAMAGO, 1994, p.134). António Mau-
completed with a further anecdote of him throwing earth in the eyes of the police as 
they attempt to capture him (SARAMAGO, 1994, p.135). The criminal career of his 
real-life prototype may end with his capture, as Saramago records in his notebook, 
and as António Mau-Tempo also reports in the fictional account of his life 
(SARAMAGO, 1994, p.133). But the fact that the capture of José Gato is recounted 
before this anecdote thus leaves the reader of this chapter with a final impression of 
easy triumph over the police, who represent the whole repressive triumvirate of 
landowners, state and Church within the novel.   

which I now wish to turn. There exist at least three different poems celebrating (or 
at least marking) the criminal career of José Rato, one of them in fact addressed to 
the character in the second person, but still clearly textually based on the same 
material as inspired the two versions which are clearly written in a first-person 
voice and which clearly also underlie the stories told by António Mau-Tempo within 
S  

I owe the text of these various versions of this poem to three informants in 
Alcácer do Sal and Montemor-o-Novo. The first version was supplied to me by 
Manuel Malheiros, of the Universidade Sénior of Alcácer do Sal, in the form of a 
typewritten transcription of an oral version (from an unknown informant) passed 
on to him by Manuel Cá Carocho.9 The importance of this version of the text lies in 
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its currency within the area around Alcácer do Sal, which appears to have been the 
ipal base for his operations: 

 
Sou um tipo inteligente 
cada vez tenho mais arte 
em me faltando o dinheiro 
vou roubá-lo a qualquer parte. 
 
O meu nome é o José Rato 
filho da tia Parrochinha 

 
que chora quando me vê o fato. 
 
Até me beija o retrato 
deste seu filho que anda ausente 
para roubar sou um valente 
meto o corpo em grandes perigos 
para fugir ao inimigo  
eu10 sou um tipo inteligente. 
 
Eu já fui pessoa séria 
muita gente me conheceu 
se todos fossem como eu 
acabavasse a miséria. 
 
Eu já me governei da féria 
que ganhava em qualquer parte 
hoje não há quem me farte 
este vício de roubar 
ainda ando a praticar 
cada vez tenho mais arte. 
 
Roubo porcos e carteiras a qualquer lavrador 
até se possível for eu lhe cato as algibeiras 
roubo cordões e pulseiras 
que é o roubo mais verdadeiro 
eu não preciso de companheiro 
nem polícia nem guarda 
o meu cofre é a espingarda 
quando me falta o dinheiro. 
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Eu hoje não quero que haja 
outro tipo igual a mim 
mas eu falo sempre assim 
arrojado, com coragem 
tendo armas e bagagem 
eu roubo até um estandarte 
dou um pulo ao baluarte 
arrombo com qualquer prisão 
minha sina é ser ladrão 
cada vez tenho mais arte.   

 
There do also exist, however, further versions of this poem which have been 

recast in slightly more formally-structured verse, even if the content is essentially 
very similar to the version supplied by Manuel Cá Carocho. However, these further 
versions appear as two parallel poems offered from differing viewpoints, one 
narrated by José Rato himself, and one a moralistic reply addressed directly to him 
in the second person. I reproduce below the versions of these texts collected by 
Manuel Domingos da Silva and included in the Roteiro Literário Levantado do chão 
published by the Câmara Municipal de Montemor-o-Novo in 2020, in preference to 
the alternative versions (which were supplied to me by Dra. Maria António Lázaro 

marks regarding his discovery of the poetic 
version of the life of the bandit (as recorded in his notebook) was clearly derived 
from the version of these texts current in the area of Montemor-o-Novo:11   

 
MOTE 
Sou um tipo inteligente 
E cada vez tenho mais arte 
Quando me falta o dinheiro 
Vou roubar a qualquer parte. 
 
I 
O meu nome é José Rato 
Sou filho da Parrochinha 
Daquela triste velhinha 
Que até me beija o retrato 
Chora quando vê o fato 
Deste filho que anda ausente 
Pra roubar sou um valente 
Meto o corpo em grandes perigos 
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Para fugir aos inimigos  
Sou um tipo inteligente. 
 
II 
Eu já fui pessoa séria 
Muita gente me conheceu 
Se todos fossem como eu 
Todos conheciam a matéria 
Já me governei da féria 
Que ganhava em qualquer parte 
Não hoje há quem me farte 
Este vício de roubar 
Ainda ando a praticar 
Cada vez tenho mais arte. 
 
III 
Roubo porcos e carteiras  
A um qualquer lavrador 
Até se preciso for  
Eu cato-lhe as algibeiras 
Roubo cordões e pulseiras 
Que é valor mais verdadeiro 
Não preciso de companheiro 
Não tão pouco camarada 
O meu cofre é a espingarda 
Em me faltando o dinheiro. 
 
IV 
Eu hoje não creio que haja 
Posso falar mesmo assim 
Um fulano igual a mim 
Arrojado com coragem 
Tendo eu armas e bagagem 
Roubo até um estandarte 
Salto um muro dum baluarte 
E arrombo qualquer prisão 
Minha sina é ser ladrão 
Vou roubar a qualquer parte  
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(CÂMARA MUNICIPAL DE MONTEMOR-O-NOVO, 2020, 
p.127). 

 
This non-moralising version of this poem is notable for the more disciplined and 
erudite organisation of the text (making use 
signs of shaping by the editor to avoid overt political engagement, in two aspects: 
firstly, in the final stanza the poetic voice appears to have resigned itself to times 
having improved (so that there is no need for other people to follow in his footsteps): 

concessive and *follows* the wish that there might be nobody else like him any 

has no intention of giving up what he sees as his role in extinguishing misery. 
Secondly, in the second stanza of this version of the poem, Manue

does not display any open political agenda to the activities of the outlaw, a change 
almost certainly undertaken to tone down the political intent of the verses. 

If these two versions of this poem present José Rato in a broadly positive 
fashion, then the third version of the poem (edited to adopt the same structure of 

-
person voice) transforms the same material into a distant, moralising denunciation 
of what are perceived as the dishonesty, laziness and fundamental lack of decency 
of this character within society as a whole: these are negative qualities which are, of 
course, very easy to identify in an outlaw when writing from the standpoint of 
materially comfortable political orthodoxy. And, in addition to the implicit warning 
in the first stanza not to take the existence of safe houses for granted, we may also 
note that the characterisation by these verses of José Rato as a man who turns to 

porque não ganhava para comer  
 

MOTE 
José Rato deixas fama 
O teu vício de roubar 
Eras muito mais feliz 
Se quisesses trabalhar. 
 
I 
Tu bem sabes que o ladrão 
Hoje é muito procurado  
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Está sujeito a ser varado 
Com um tiro no coração 
Já perdeste a protecção 
Um dia fazem-te a cama 
Muito gente reclama 
Mesmo sem lhe fazeres mal 
Na História de Portugal 
Ó José Rato deixas fama. 
 
II 
Tu és novo e tens virtude  
Nada vale o teu fugir 
Se andasses a produzir 
Tinhas muito mais saúde. 
Hoje não [há]13 quem te ajude 
Todos te vão agravar 
Ninguém te pode salvar 
Quando for teu julgamento 
Nunca perdes um momento  
O teu vício é roubar. 
 
III 
És tu o homem primeiro  
Que foge às autoridades 
Que faz barbaridades 
E não é prisioneiro 
Deves ir para o limoeiro 
Podes saber de raiz 
Tua sorte assim quis 
Em sofrer esta amargura 
Se fosse boa criatura 
Eras muito mais feliz. 
 
IV 
Deves ter dias e horas 
De grande arrependimento 
       Quando tens bom pensamento 
Com certeza até choras 
Como tu tinhas melhoras 
Eras mudares de pensar 
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Essa vida abandonar 
Que já faz um bom romance 
Tinhas muito mais descanso 
Se quisesses trabalhar  
 
(CÂMARA MUNICIPAL DE MONTEMOR-O-NOVO, 2020, 
p.126).13 

 
Even so, it remains noticeable here, in spite of the failure of this draft of the 

poem to acknowledge the social injustices alluded to elsewhere, that even this 
accusing poetic voice cannot help but express a grudging sense of admiration for the 
criminal in its conclusion, openly acknowledging at the very least his poetic 

oras/ Eras mudares de pensar/ Essa vida 
 

Regarding the long-term fate of the outlaw, in his journal Saramago records 

(SARAMAGO, 1977-79, p.27), a suggestion which is repeated in the text of the novel 
(SARAMAGO, 1994, p.133), while two days later in his journal Saramago writes: No 
acaso da conversa [in the Town Hall at Montemor-o-Novo] [...] vim a saber coisas do 
José Rato. É duvidosa a versão da PIDE, é também duvidosa a versão da amante que 
o deu a entregado  (SARAMAGO, 1977-79, p.30-31). 

regarding the real-life prototype of the character, nor the specific reasons why the 
novelist was doubtful about the official version of events, information supplied by 

Terá sido libertado e terá vivido ainda 
em Ve .14  

Equally, within the fictional context, António Mau-Tempo (acting as the 
effective narrator of the novel at this point) displays a similar degree of scepticism 
as to the official version reported there, namely that he became a reformed character 
who served the regime as a good citizen by becoming an agent for the PVDE itself in 
the colonies:  

 
Depois falou-se que o levaram para Lisboa, e, assim como 
empregaram todos os outros por contas dos lavradores, 
disseram que o José Gato tinha ido para as colónias como 
agente da polícia de vigilância e defesa do estado. Não sei se 
ele aceitaria, custa-me a crer, ou se o mataram e deram essa 
desculpa, outros casos se têm visto não sei. (SARAMAGO, 
1994, p.133) 
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trast with the 

subsequent lives of some of his gang members, including Venta Rachada, who is said 
to have become a factor for a vineyard in Zambujal, and others who received work 
from the landowners (SARAMAGO, 1994, p.133). 

As was noted above, the tale of -

to an earlier brief, triumphal account of his humiliation of the police attempting to 
capture him (SARAMAGO, 1994, p.135), essentially functioning as an indication of 
the inspirational figure of an outlaw who may have been captured but has never 
really been defeated. Whether or not he (or his real-life prototype José Rato) end up 
co-operating with the authorities is of little importance in understanding his 
function within the text: for ordinary workers such as António Mau-Tempo, what is 
required of José Gato is that he continues to be perceived as a rebel, that he continues 
to be an inspiration to others and that he does not conform. And it is in this form, as 
an inspirational spectre, that José Gato continues to function on his occasional 
further appearances within the text.   

Such is his hold over the popular imagination that he becomes both an 
inspiration for the workers in their struggle and a form of consolation escapist 
fantasy for them when their efforts at resistance are frustrated, as José Gato then 
returns as an idealised fantasy explicitly compared to a movie hero in the sixteenth 
chapter. Here João Mau-Tempo imagines one of his more spectacular exploits 

process the story in the fifteenth chapter of the outlaw stealing rifles from the 
police): 

...bom sítio para emboscada, imagine-se que estava lá o José 
Gato, mais os seus quadrilheiros, o Venta Rachada, o 
Parrilhas, o Ludgero, o Castelo, todos saltando à estrada num 
repente, têm prática, por trás do tronco atravessado no 
caminho, Alto aí, e a camioneta travada a fundo, raspando 
pelo macadame, com mil raios que se me vão os pneus, e 
depois, Quem se mexer leva tiro, cada um de espingarda 
alçada, e não estão a brincar, vê-se-lhes na cara, cá está a de 
cinco tiros que o José Gato tirou ao Marcelino, o sargento 
Armamento ainda faz um gesto, é o que os seus superiores 
esperam dele, mas desaba do alto com um buraco mesmo 
mesmo no coração, e o José Gato mete o segundo cartucho na 
câmara e diz, Tudo quanto é gente presa, salta para fora, os 
guardas estão todos de mãos no ar como nas fitas do farueste, 
e o Venta Rachada mais o Castelo começam a recolher as 
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espingardas, as cartucheiras, têm ali atrás das pedras dois 
machos habituados a transportar porcos, também podem 
levar esta porcaria. João Mau-Tempo hesita se lhe convém 
regressar já a Monte Lavre ou ficar por ali escondido 
enquanto os ares não se acalmam, mas terá de mandar um 
recado à família, estejam descansados, felizmente tudo 
acabou em bem. 
Salta toda a gente, rápido, rápido, diz o sargento Armamento, 
ressuscitado, sem nenhum buraco no coração, Estão à porta 
do posto da guarda de Montemor, não há notícias de José 
Gato, nem sombra. Os guardas fazem alas, agora menos tensos 
porque estão em casa, não há perigos de sublevação, nem de 
assaltos a mão armada, e a peripécia de José Gato, já toda 
gente adivinhou, não era difícil, foi imaginação de João Mau-
Tempo. (SARAMAGO 1994, p.152-153) 

 
The probability that José Gato did not simply switch to working for the 

authorities after his arrest - and that this fact was probably known to those who 
were familiar with him - thus enables the power of his legend to live on. When João 
is briefly taken into custody here, this takes place in the chapter between the main 
narrative regarding the life of José Gato and the memorable (if harrowing) chapter 
regarding the torture and death in prison of Germano Santos Vidigal; if the death of 
this activist is covered up and falsified by the authorities in the manner indicated so 
powerfully in that chapter (where we know the truth about how he dies only by 

n of the ants on the floor of his cell bearing witness 
to his torture and murder when the human agents involved, including the doctor 
who performs the post mortem examination, contradict themselves in their denial of 
the truth; SARAMAGO, 1994, p,169-178), then why should we as readers believe in 
the account given of the ultimate conversion of the outlaw José Gato in chapter 
fifteen? Indeed, one later mention of José Gato in the text of the novel is in chapter 
seventeen, the same chapter which recounts the sufferings of Germano Santos 

Mau-
descendo a rua uns homens avulsos e por isso o cabo Tacabo, temendo que sejam 

(SARAMAGO, 1994, p.167). 
The power of this figure lies, rather, in the inspiration - however fantasised 

this may also be - which he can offer to those who follow in his footsteps of 

José Gato which he heard on the banks of the Sado river are then transmitted to 
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family members and others illustrates the power of the oral narratives at play in 
Levantado do chão
elsewhere (SARAMAGO, 1994, p.332). The absence of written records (of the type 
favoured by traditional writers of history) does not invalidate the inspirational 
power of figures such as José Gato through a history of oral transmission. As we have 
seen, even the moralising poem addressed to José Rato and collected by individuals 
such as Manuel Domingos da Silva and Francisco Manuel of Palma exists purely as a 
reluctant reaction to the power of his image by an established order seeking to put 
a limit on the disruptive power which he can generate. His actions may be worthy of 
condemnation in the mind of his anonymous first-person accuser in one of the poetic 
versions of his biography, but José Rato is obstinately still there in the public 
consciousness, and it is this persistence of the rebel tradition which Saramago seeks 
to elevate from grass-roots level not only in this episode, but throughout Levantado 
do chão. 
 

Notas 
 
1 Uma Família do Alentejo, were published by the Fundação 
José Saramago in 2010. 
 
2 The title given to the notebook may appear puzzling, as Vieira indicates that the 
contract to write Viagem a Portugal was signed nearly two weeks after the final 
submission of the manuscript of Levantado do chão to Editorial Caminho (VIEIRA, 
2018, p.409). Given that the material contained within the notebook is largely work 
in preparation for the novel, it may also seem surprising that Saramago would have 
started off with work on Viagem a Portugal and then adapted the notebook to use it 
instead for preparation for the novel. I will suggest below that, in fact, it was the 

rection 
and a renewed focus on the completion of Levantado do chão. 
 
3 Although Vieira indicates that Saramago completed the writing of the novel in July 
1979 (VIEIRA, 2018, p.396), the text was originally offered to Moraes Editores, 
whose rejection of it (see VIEIRA, 2018, p.396-397) presumably left some margin 
for the author to further tweak the text before it was accepted by Editorial Caminho, 
who went on to become the publishers of his work throughout his subsequent years 
of success. The definitive manuscript was submitted to Caminho on 3 October 1979 
(see VIEIRA, 2018, p.398) and given its official launch at the Casa do Alentejo, in 
Lisbon, in February 1980 (see VIEIRA, 2018, p.399). 
 
4 
relative indifference to her at the time of her death in August 1982 at the age of 84 
(see VIEIRA, 2018, p.417-418). In the spring of 1977, therefore, when Saramago was 
in residence in Lavre, she would have been seventy-eight or seventy-nine years old, 
a few years older than Serra. 
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5  
 
6 It should, of course, be noted that in the definitive version of the text it is Domingos 
Mau-Tempo who drinks excessively, not his son, João. A character called José 
Medronho also makes a number of brief appearances in the novel, most notably 
sustaining a light wound to the face in the confrontation with the police where José 
Adelino dos Santos is murdered (SARAMAGO, 1994, p.314-315). Medronho is 
mentioned again on a further three occasions in the novel (SARAMAGO, 1994, p.312, 
357 and 363, where he is one of the ring-
of the large agricultural estates after the April Revolution); one may note here, 

rather than depict the alcoholism of his real-life namesake. 
 
7 The dates indicated for these interviews may reflect the date when Saramago typed 
up his material rather than the dates of the interviews themselves, as by 21 April 
Saramago appears already to have left Lavre and returned to Lisbon. 
 
8 I am grateful to Dra. Maria António Lázaro of Alcácer do Sal for supplying me with 
a photograph of the owner of the Monte da Volta, Manuel Custódio (on whom 

Ernestina Maria Mendes and his niece Ilda Maria Paulo (private email dated 1 

in Alcácer do Sal in January 2019, one member of the audience denied that there was 
any truth in the story of the warning signal offered to José Rato by the women of the 
house by means of the display of the broom with a cloth on its handle: however, the 
fact that this declaration was offered unprompted by any remarks made in my 
presentation indicates at least the currency of this story, regardless of its basis in 
fact. 
 
9 Private email, dated 7 November 2017. Saramago thanked Malheiros for sending 
him this version of the rimance of José Rato (information supplied by Malheiros in a 

January 2003) indicates that he was previously unaware of this version of the text, 
but the mention made by Saramago in his 
José Rato (SARAMAGO, 1977-79, p. 27) suggests that he was well aware of another 
version of it. 
 
10  
 
11 rimance of José Rato consists of a loose-leaf sheet 
featuring text collected by Francisco Manuel of Palma, near Alcácer do Sal (private 
email, dated 7 November 2017). The fact that this version was published bearing the 
name of the collector (under the censorship of the Estado Novo) perhaps explains 
some of the slight variants within it when compared with other versions of the text. 
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himself) is reproduced below:  
 
MOTE 
Sou um tipo inteligente 
E cada vez tenho mais arte 
Em me faltando o dinheiro 
Vou roubá-lo a qualquer parte. 
 
I 
O meu nome é José Rato 
Filho da tia Parrochinha 
Essa infeliz velhinha 
Até me beija no retrato 
E chora quando vê o fato 
Deste filho que anda ausente 
Para roubar sou um valente 
E meto o corpo em grandes perigos 
E para fugir aos inimigos  
Sou um tipo inteligente. 
 
II 
Eu já fui pessoa séria 
Muita gente me conheceu 
Se todos fossem como eu 
Conheciam a matéria 
Já me governei da féria 
Que ganhava em qualquer parte 
Não hoje há quem me farte 
Este vício de roubar 
Ainda ando a praticar 
E cada vez tenho mais arte. 
 
III 
Roubo porcos e carteiras  
A um qualquer lavrador 
E se acaso preciso for  
Até lhe cato as algibeiras 
Roubo cordões e pulseiras 
Que é valor mais verdadeiro 
Não preciso de companheiro 
Não temo polícia nem guarda 
O meu cofre é a espingarda 
Em me faltando o dinheiro. 
 
IV 
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Eu hoje não quero que haja 
Posso falar mesmo assim 
Um fulano igual a mim 
Arrojado e com coragem 
Tendo armas e bagagem 
Roubo até um estandarte 
Salto um muro dum baluarte 
Arrombo toda a prisão 
A minha sina é ser ladrão 
Vou roubá-lo a qualquer parte.  
  

12 I have inserted this word (missing in the version published in the Roteiro Literário 
Levantado do chão, published by the Câmara Municipal de Montemor-o-Novo) as 
this is presumably a typographical error. 
 
13 I reproduce below the alternative version of this poem collected by Francisco 
Manuel of Palma and supplied to me by Dra. Maria Antónia Lázaro (private email, 
dated 7th November 2017): 
 

MOTE 
Ó José Rato deixas fama 
E o teu vício de roubar 
Eras muito mais feliz 
Se quisesses trabalhar. 
 
I 
Tu bem sabes que o ladrão 
Hoje é muito preguntado  
Está sujeito a ser varado 
Com um tiro no coração 
Já perdeste a protecção 
Mais tarde fazem-te a cama 
Muito gente reclama 
Mesmo sem lhe fazer mal 
Na história de Portugal 
Ó José Rato deixas fama. 
 
II 
Tu és novo e tens virtude  
Náda vale o teu fugir 
Se andasses a produzir 
Tinhas muito mais saúde. 
Nã há hoje quem te ajude 
Ninguém te pode salvar 
Todos te vão agravar 
Quando fôr teu julgamento 
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Tu não perdes o momento  
E o teu vício de roubar. 
 
III 
Eras tu homem primeiro  
Que foge às autoridades 
Que faça barbaridades 
Que não seja prisioneiro 
Hás-de ir para o Limoeiro 
Podes saber de raiz 
A tua sorte assim o quiz 
Vais sofrer essa amargura 
Se fôsses boa criatura 
Eras muito mais feliz. 
 
IV 
Hás-de ter dias e horas 
De grande arrependimento 
Butando-te em pensamento 
Com certeza que até choras 
Como tu tinhas melhoras 
É mudando de pensar 
E essa vida abandonar 
Que já faz um bom romance 
Tinhas muito mais descanso 
Se quisesses trabalhar. 
 

The publication by Francisco Manuel of Palma of these two versions of the poem 
together, back-to-back on the same sheet of paper, will also have served to mitigate 
any negative response from the authorities to the pride of the first-person narrative 

-person 
denunciation of his life of crime. 
 
14 Private emails from Manuel Malheiros, dated 18 September 2017 and 5 August 
2019 respectively. 
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